36" Undercabinet Hood
800 Series – Stainless Steel DPH36652UC

General Properties

Dimensions & Weight

Operating mode

Convertible:
ducted /
recirculating

Maximum CFM

600 CFM

Number of speed
settings

2-stage

Required distance above 30" Electric / 30"
cooktop/range cooking
Gas
surface

Motor location

Integrated motor
in hood body

Diameter of air duct (in.) 8"
top

Number of lights

2

Features & Benefits

Bulb type

Incandescent

Diameter of air duct (in.) 8"
back

An impressive extraction
rate of 600 CFM ensures
this hood will have your
kitchen odor free in no
time.

Total power of the lamps 80 W
(W)

Net weight (lbs)

Damper included

Yes
Aluminum

Replacement charcoal
filter

DHZ3052UC

Grease filter material

Allows you to adjust the
performance of your
hood to match the type of
cooking.

Grease filter type

Multilayer cassette

Recirculation kit

DRZ3652UC*

Watts (W)

253 W

Efficiently filters grease
and other solid particles
out of the extracted air.

Volts (V)

120 V

Frequency (Hz)

60 Hz

Flexible design gives the
ability to recirculate the air
back into the kitchen.

Plug type

No plug

DPH36652UC
Stainless Steel

Quickly and quietly clears
the air of smoke and
odors.

Technical Details

Overall appliance
dimensions (width
of canopy included)
(HxWxD) (in.)

11" x 36" x 23"

34 lbs

Accessories—Optional

*DRZ3652UC recirculation kit adds 4" to height of
appliance.

Professional styling with
deep capture area.
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Installation Details

Round
Duct

Soffit
*Deflector

Blower

(adds 4" to height)

Lamp
Hood

24" to 30"

Filter

* Charcoal
filters

Recirculating
* Optional accessory - Ductless
recirculation kit. Adds 4" to
height of appliance.

Soffit
Lamp
Hood

24" to 30"

Vertical discharge

Transition

Blower
Filter

Transition

Soffit
Blower
Lamp
Hood
Filter

Round
Duct

24" to 30"

Horizontal discharge
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